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Abstract
Let  ⊂ Zn denote one of the classical irreducible root systems An−1, Bn, Cn and Dn, and
write (+) for the con#guration consisting of all positive roots of  together with the origin
of Rn. Gelfand, Graev and Postnikov, in: V.I. Arnold, I.M. Gelfand, M. Smirnov, V.S. Retakh
(Eds.), Arnold-Gelfand, Mathematics Seminars, Geometry and Singularity Theory, Birkh<auser,
Boston, 1997, pp. 205–221 showed that by constructing an explicit unimodular triangulation, the
normalized volume of the convex hull of A(+)n−1 is equal to the Catalan number. On the other
hand, Fong (Triangulations and Combinatorial Properties of Convex Polytopes, Dissertation, MIT
Press, Cambridge, MA, 2000) computed the normalized volume of the convex hull of each of




n . Moreover, the normalized volume of the convex hull of
the subcon#guration of A(+)n−1 arising from a complete bipartite graph was computed by Ohsugi
and Hibi (Illinois J. Math. 44 (2000) 391) and Fong. The purpose of the present paper is, via the
theory of Gr<obner bases of toric ideals and triangulations, to compute the normalized volume of




n arising from a complete
bipartite graph.
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0. Introduction
A con8guration in Rn is a #nite set A⊂Zn. Let K[t; t−1; s] denote the Laurent
polynomial ring K[t1; t−11 ; : : : ; tn; t
−1
n ; s] over a #eld K . We associate a con#guration
A⊂Zn with the homogeneous semigroup ring RK [A]=K[{tas; a∈A}], the subalgebra
of K[t; t−1; s] generated by all monomials tas with a∈A, where ta = t a11 · · · t ann if a=
(a1; : : : ; an). LetK[A]=K[{xa; a∈A}] denote the polynomial ring over K in the variables
xa with a∈A, where each deg xa =1. The toric ideal IA of A is the kernel of the sur-
jective homomorphism  :K[A]→RK [A] de#ned by setting (xa)= tas for all a∈A.
Let conv(A) denote the convex hull of A. An abstract simplex of A is a subset
A′⊂A such that conv(A′)⊂Rn is a simplex of dimension |A′| − 1, where |A′| is
the cardinality of the #nite set A′. In other words, A′⊂A is an abstract simplex of
A if and only if {tas; a∈A′} is algebraically independent over K . Let  denote the
dimension of the convex polytope conv(A). Thus  + 1 is the maximal cardinality
of abstract simplices of A. If, in general, B is a subset of A, then we write ZB
for the additive group
∑
a∈B Za (⊂Zn) with B of its system of generators. The
normalized volume volA(A′) of an abstract simplex A′ of A with |A′|= +1 is the
index [ZA :ZA′] of ZA′ in ZA. A triangulation of A is a collection  of abstract
simplices of A satisfying the following conditions:
(i) if A′∈, then all subsets of A′ belong to ,





A triangulation  of A is called unimodular if the normalized volume volA(A′) of
each A′∈ with |A′|= +1 is equal to 1. The normalized volume of the con#guration




which is independent of a choice of triangulations  of A. See [10, p. 36].
We consider the con#gurations arising from the classical irreducible root systems
An−1, Bn, Cn and Dn [5, pp. 64–65]. Let ⊂Zn denote one of these root systems
and write (+) for the con#guration consisting of all positive roots of  together with
the origin of Rn. More explicitly,
A(+)n−1 = {0}∪ {ei − ej; 16i¡j6n};
B(+)n =A
(+)
n−1 ∪{e1; : : : ; en}∪ {ei + ej; 16i¡j6n};
C(+)n =A
(+)
n−1 ∪{2e1; : : : ; 2en}∪ {ei + ej; 16i¡j6n};
D(+)n =A
(+)
n−1 ∪{ei + ej; 16i¡j6n}:
Here ei is the ith unit coordinate vector of Rn and 0 is the origin of Rn.
Let [n] = {1; : : : ; n} denote the vertex set and  a #nite connected graph on [n]
having no loop and no multiple edge. Let E() denote the set of edges of . For each
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e= {i; j}∈E() with i¡j, let (e)= ei + ej∈Zn and (e)= ei − ej∈Zn. The research
object in the present paper is the con#gurations
An−1()= {0}∪ {(e); e∈E()};
Bn()= {0}∪ {e1; : : : ; en}∪ {(e); e∈E()}∪ {(e); e∈E()};
Cn()= {0}∪ {2e1; : : : ; 2en}∪ {(e); e∈E()}∪ {(e); e∈E()};
Dn()= {0}∪ {(e); e∈E()}∪ {(e); e∈E()}:





n , respectively. (The complete graph on [n] is the #nite graph on [n] such
that the set of its edges is equal to {{i; j}; 16i¡j6n}.)
In [4], by constructing an explicit unimodular triangulation, Gelfand et al. showed




n−1 ). On the other hand, Fong [3] computed the normalized volume of the convex




n . Moreover, if  is the complete bipartite
graph on [n] = [n1 +n2] with E()= {{i; j}; 16i6n1; n1 +16j6n1 +n2}, it is known
[3, p. 74] and [7, Corollary 2.7] that the normalized volume of the con#guration
An−1()⊂Zn1+n2 is ( n1+n2−2n1−1 ).
The main purpose of the present paper is, via the theory of initial ideals and trian-
gulations, to compute the normalized volume of the convex hull of the con#guration
Bn(), Cn() and Dn() when  is a complete bipartite graph on [n].
We here review basic facts on the theory of initial ideals and triangulations. Work
with the same notation A⊂Zn, K[t; t−1; s], RK [A], K[A],  :K[A]→RK [A] and
IA as before. Let M(K[A]) denote the set of monomials of K[A]. In particular,
1∈M(K[A]). A monomial order ¡ on K[A] is a total order on M(K[A]) such that
(i) 1¡u for all 1 = u∈M(K[A]) and (ii) for u; v; w∈M(K[A]), if u¡v then uw¡vw.
A lexicographic order (resp. reverse lexicographic order) on K[A] induced by the or-
dering of the variables xa1¡xa2¡ · · · of K[A] is the monomial order ¡lex (resp. ¡rev)
on K[A] such that, for u; v∈M(K[A]) with u= xai1 xai2 · · · xaip and v= xaj1 xaj2 · · · xajq ,
where i16i26 · · ·6ip and j16j26 · · ·6jq, one has u¡lex v (resp. u¡rev v) if ik¡jk ;
ik+1 = jk+1; : : : ; ip= jp (resp. either (i) p¡q or (ii) p= q and i1 = j1; i2 = j2; : : : ; ik¿jk)
for some 16k6p.
Fix a monomial order ¡ on K[A]. The initial monomial in¡(f) of 0 =f∈IA with
respect to ¡ is the biggest monomial appearing in f with respect to ¡. The initial
ideal of IA with respect to ¡ is the ideal in¡(IA) of K[A] generated by all initial
monomials in¡(f) with 0 =f∈IA.
One of the most fundamental facts on the initial ideal in¡(IA) is that
{(u); u∈M(K[A]); u =∈ in¡(IA)}
is a K-basis of RK [A].
If, in general, G is a #nite subset of IA, then we write in¡(G) for the ideal
(in¡(g); g∈G) of K[A]. A #nite subset G of IA is said to be a Gr;obner basis of
IA with respect to ¡ if in¡(G)= in¡(IA).
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Dickson’s Lemma [2, p. 69], which says that any nonempty subset of M(K[A])
(in particular, in¡(IA)∩M(K[A])) has only #nitely many minimal elements in the
partial order by divisibility, guarantees that a Gr<obner basis of IA with respect to ¡
always exists. Moreover, if G is a Gr<obner basis of IA, then IA is generated by G.
A Gr<obner basis G of IA with respect to ¡ is called quadratic if each in¡(g) with
g∈G is a quadratic monomial.
Even though the following fundamental facts on Gr<obner bases are well-known (e.g.,
[1, Lemma 1.1] and [6, Proposition 1.1]), these techniques play important roles through-
out the present paper.
Lemma 0.1. A 8nite subset G of IA is a Gr;obner basis of IA with respect to ¡ if
and only if {(u); u∈M(K[A]); u =∈ in¡(G)} is linearly independent over K ; in other
words, if and only if (u) = (v) for all u =∈ in¡(G) and v =∈ in¡(G) with u = v.
Lemma 0.2. Let B be a subcon8guration of A, K[B] =K[{xa; a∈B}] (⊂K[A]) and
IB (= IA ∩K[B]) the toric ideal of B. Let G be a Gr;obner basis of IA with respect
to ¡ and suppose that, for each g∈G with in¡(g)∈K[B], one has g∈K[B]. Then
G∩ IB is a Gr;obner basis of IB (with respect to the monomial order on K[B] obtained
by restricting ¡ to M(K[B])).
Let
√
in¡(IA) denote the radical of the initial ideal in¡(IA). Write (in¡(IA)) for





It is known [10, Theorem 8.3] that (in¡(IA)) is a triangulation of A. Such a tri-
angulation is called regular. Moreover, [10, Corollary 8.9] says that (in¡(IA)) is





in¡(IA)= in¡(IA), then the normalized volume of A coincides with
the number of squarefree monomials u of degree  + 1 of K[A] with u =∈ in¡(IA),
where  is the dimension of conv(A).
By using the above facts on Gr<obner bases and initial ideals together with explicit
computations on Gr<obner bases discussed in Sections 1 and 2, we have the following.
Theorem 0.4. Let n¿1 and m¿1, and let n;m denote the complete bipartite graph
on [n+ m] with E(n;m)= {{i; j}; 16i6n; n+ 16j6n+ m}. Then,
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1. Toric ideals IB(+)n , IC(+)n and ID(+)n
It is known [4] that the toric ideal IA(+)n−1 possesses both a reverse lexicographic
quadratic Gr<obner basis and a lexicographic quadratic Gr<obner basis. In [8] it is proved
that each of the toric ideals IB(+)n , IC(+)n and ID(+)n possesses a reverse lexicographic
quadratic Gr<obner basis.
In the present section, we discuss a lexicographic quadratic Gr<obner basis of the toric




n , in order to study Gr<obner bases
of the toric ideals of subcon#gurations associated with complete bipartite graphs.





n ] and K[D
(+)
n ] denote the polynomial rings
K[A(+)n−1]=K[{x}∪ {fi; j}16i¡j6n];
K[B(+)n ] =K[{x}∪ {yi}16i6n ∪{ei; j}16i¡j6n ∪{fi; j}16i¡j6n];
K[C(+)n ] =K[{x}∪ {ei; i}16i6n ∪{ei; j}16i¡j6n ∪{fi; j}16i¡j6n];
K[D(+)n ] =K[{x}∪ {ei; j}16i¡j6n ∪{fi; j}16i¡j6n]
over K . Write  :K[(+)]→K[t; t−1; s] for the homomorphism de#ned by setting
(x)= s; (yi)= ti s; (ei; j)= titj s; (fi; j)= tit−1j s:
Thus (K[(+)])=RK [(+)] and the kernel of  is the toric ideal I(+) . To simplify
the notation, we understand ej; i = ei; j in case of i¡j.
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1.1. Toric ideal IA(+)n−1
Even though the theory of Gr<obner bases does not appear in [4], it is essentially
proved that the set of binomials
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; jfj; k − xfi; k ; i¡j¡k;





induced by the ordering of the variables
x ¡f1; n¡f1; n−1¡ · · ·¡f1;2¡f2; n¡f2; n−1¡ · · ·¡f2;3
¡ · · ·¡fn−2; n¡fn−2; n−1¡fn−1; n:
See [4, Theorem 6.6]. However, for the sake of completeness, based on Lemma 0.1 in
Introduction, a simple and quick proof of this fact will be given below.
First of all, each binomial fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘ (resp. fi; jfj; k − xfi; k) belongs to IA(+)n−1
with fi; ‘fj; k (resp. fi; jfj; k) of its initial monomial. Let G denote the set of binomials
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘ and fi; jfj; k − xfi; k listed above and in¡alex (G)= (in¡alex (g); g∈G). Let
M(K[A(+)n−1]) denote the set of monomials of K[A
(+)
n−1]. Lemma 0.1 guarantees that the
#nite set G turns out to be a Gr<obner basis of IA(+)n−1 with respect to ¡
a
lex if
{(u); u∈M(K[A(+)n−1]); u =∈ in¡alex (G)}
is linearly independent over K . Thus our work is to prove that if
u= x$fi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq ;
u′= x$
′
fi′1 ; j′1 · · ·fi′q′ ; j′q′
belong to M(K[A(+)n−1]) with u =∈ in¡alex (G) and u′ =∈ in¡alex (G), where
fi1 ; j16
a
lex · · ·6alex fiq; jq ;
fi′1 ; j′16
a
lex · · ·6alex fi′q′ ; j′q′ ;
and if (u)= (u′), then $= $′, q= q′, fi1 ; j1 =fi′1 ; j′1 ; : : : ; fiq; jq =fi′q; j′q .
Since fi; jfj; k ∈ in¡alex (G) if i¡j¡k, it follows that, for each 16i6n, both ti and t−1i
cannot appear in the product
(u)= (x)$(fi1 ; j1 ) · · · (fiq; jq):
Thus $= $′ and q= q′. Let $= $′=0 and q= q′¿1. Since i16i26 · · ·6iq and i′16i′2
6 · · ·6i′q, it follows that iq= i′q. If, say, jq¡j′q, then there is 16h¡q with j′q= jh.
Since fih; jh6
a
lex fiq; jq , one has ih6iq. Thus ih6iq¡jq¡jh. Since fi; ‘fj; k ∈ in¡alex (G) if
i¡j¡k¡‘, it follows that ih= iq, i.e., fih; jh =fi′q; j′q . Then working with induction on q
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yields fiq; jq =fi′q−1 ; j′q−1 . However, this contradict fi′q−1 ; j′q−1 (6
a
lex fi′q; j′q =fih; jh)¡
a
lex fiq; jq .
Thus jq= j′q, i.e., fiq; jq =fi′q; j′q , as desired.
1.2. Toric ideal IB(+)n
Let ¡blex denote the lexicographic order on K[B
(+)
n ] induced by the ordering of the
variables
x ¡ y1¡y2¡ · · ·¡yn
¡ e1; n¡f1; n¡e1; n−1¡f1; n−1¡ · · ·¡e1;2¡f1;2
¡e2; n¡f2; n¡e2; n−1¡f2; n−1¡ · · ·¡e2;3¡f2;3
¡ · · ·
¡en−2; n¡fn−2; n¡en−2; n−1¡fn−2; n−1
¡en−1; n¡fn−1; n:
Theorem 1.1. The set of the binomials
ei; j ek; ‘ − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
ei; ‘ej; k − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; jfj; k − xfi; k ; i¡j¡k;
ei; jfk; ‘ − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; ‘ej; k − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
ei; ‘fj; k − fi; kej; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; j ej; k − yiyk ; i¡j; j = k;
yiej; k − ei; kyj; i¡j¡k;
ei; jyk − ei; kyj; i¡j¡k;
yifj; k − fi; kyj; i¡j¡k;
fi; jyj − yix; i¡j;
xei; j − yiyj; i¡j;
is a Gr;obner basis of IB(+)n with respect to the lexicographic order ¡
b
lex.
Proof. Each binomial g= u− v listed above belongs to IB(+)n with u= in¡blex (g). Let G
denote the set of binomials listed above and in¡blex (G)= (in¡blex (g); g∈G). To see why
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the #nite set G is a Gr<obner basis of IB(+)n , Lemma 0.1 in Introduction can be applied.
Thus our work is to show that
{(u); u∈M(K[B(+)n ]); u =∈ in¡blex (G)}
is linearly independent over K .
The rest of the present proof will be devoted to showing the following: If
u= x$yk1 · · ·ykr ea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bpfi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq ;
u′= x$
′
yk′1 · · ·yk′r′ ea′1 ; b′1 · · · ea′p′ ; b′p′fi′1 ; j′1 · · ·fi′q′ ; j′q′
belong to M(K[B(+)n ]), the set of monomials of K[B
(+)
n ], with u =∈ in¡blex (G) and
u′ =∈ in¡blex (G), where
yk16
b
lex · · ·6blex ykr ; ea1 ; b16blex · · ·6blex eap; bp ; fi1 ; j16blex · · ·6blex fiq; jq ;
yk′16
b
lex · · ·¡blex yk′r′ ; ea′1 ; b′16
b
lex · · ·6blex ea′p′ ; b′p′ ; fi′1 ; j′16
b
lex · · ·6blex fi′q′ ; j′q′ ;
and if (u)= (u′), then
$= $′; r= r′; p=p′; q= q′
and
k1 = k ′1; : : : ; kr = k
′
r ; a1 = a
′
1; : : : ; ap= a
′
p; b1 = b
′
1; : : : ; bp= b
′
p;
i1 = i′1; : : : ; iq= i
′
q; j1 = j
′
1; : : : ; jq= j
′
q:
First of all, since fi; jfj; k ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k, fi; j ej; k ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j with j = k
and fi; jyj∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j, it follows that, for each 16i6n, both ti and t
−1
i cannot
appear in the product
(u)= (x)$(yk1 ) · · · (ykr )(ea1 ; b1 ) · · · (eap; bp)(fi1 ; j1 ) · · · (fiq; jq):
To see why $= $′, r= r′, p=p′ and q= q′ are true, #rst, note that q= q′,
$+ r+p= $′ + r′ +p′ and r+2p= r′ +2p′. If $= $′=0, then p=p′ and r= r′. If
$¿$′¿0, then p=p′=0 since xei; j∈ in¡blex (G); thus r= r′ and $= $′. If $=0 and
$′¿0, then r + p= $′ + r′ and r + 2p= r′; thus $′ + p=0, a contradiction. Hence
$= $′, r= r′, p=p′ and q= q′, as required.
We now prove that if none of the variables of K[B(+)n ] appears in both u and u′, then
(u) = (u′). Let $= $′=0 and, moreover, let either p=p′¿0 or q= q′¿0. Among
the variables of K[B(+)n ] appearing in either u or u′, the biggest variable with respect
to ¡blex will be assumed to be either fiq; jq or eap; bp .





satis8es i′-′¡iq (resp. i
′





A proof of (?) is given below with separating two cases.
Case I: Let fiq; jq be biggest.
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(i) If fiq; j′ with iq¡j
′ appears in u′, then jq¡j′, and jh= j′ for some 16h6q.
Since fi; ‘fj; k ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, one has ih= iq. Thus fiq; j′ appears in both u
and u′, a contradiction.
(ii) If eiq; b′ with iq¡b
′ appears in u′, then jq¡b′, and either bh= b′ for some
16h6p or kh= b′ for some 16h6r. If bh= b′ for some 16h6p, then ah= iq
since ei; ‘fj; k ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, a contradiction. If kh= b′ for some 16h6r,
then each ea.; b. satis#es iq= a.¡b
′6b., since yiej; k ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k and
ei; jyk ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k. Moreover, iq6k/ for all 16/6r since yifj; k ∈ in¡blex (G)
if i¡j¡k. Hence the variables t with ¿iq appear in (u) at least 2p+ r+1 times.




satis#es i′-′¡iq, the variables t with ¿iq appear in (u
′)
at most 2p+ r times, a contradiction.
Case II: Let eap; bp be biggest.
(i) If fap; j′ with ap¡j
′ appears in u′, then bp¡j′ and jh= j′ for some 16h6q.
Since fi; ‘ej; k ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, one has ih= ap. Thus fap; j′ appears in both u
and u′, a contradiction.
(ii) If eap; b′ with ap¡b
′ appears in u′, then bp¡b′. Since ei; jyk ∈ in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k,
it follows that k/6bp for all 16/6r. Thus bh= b′ for some 16h6p. Since ei; ‘ej; k ∈
in¡blex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, one has ah= aq. Thus eap; b′ appears in both u and u
′, a
contradiction.
Now, the fact (?) guarantees that if fiq; jq (resp. eap; bp) is biggest, then the variables
t with ¿iq (resp. ¿ap) appear in (u′) at most p+r times. However, since ei; jfk; ‘
with i¡j¡k¡‘ (resp. ei; j ek; ‘ with i¡j¡k¡‘) and yifj; k with i¡j¡k (resp. yiej; k
with i¡j¡k) belong to in¡blex (G), it follows that the variables t with ¿iq (resp.
¿ap) appear in (u) at least p+ r + 1 times. Thus (u) = (u′), as desired.
1.3. Toric ideal IC(+)n
Let ¡clex denote the lexicographic order on K[C
(+)
n ] induced by the ordering of the
variables
x ¡ e1;1¡e1; n¡f1; n¡e1; n−1¡f1; n−1¡ · · ·¡e1;2¡f1;2
¡e2;2¡e2; n¡f2; n¡e2; n−1¡f2; n−1¡ · · ·¡e2;3¡f2;3
¡ · · ·
¡en−2; n−2¡en−2; n¡fn−2; n¡en−2; n−1¡fn−2; n−1
¡en−1; n−1¡en−1; n¡fn−1; n¡en; n:
Theorem 1.2. The set of the binomials
ei; j ek; ‘ − ei; kej; ‘; i6j¡k6‘;
ei; ‘ej; k − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
ei; j ej; k − ei; kej; j ; i¡j¡k;
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fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; jfj; k − xfi; k ; i¡j¡k;
ei; jfk; ‘ − ei; kfj; ‘; i6j¡k¡‘;
fi; ‘ej; k − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
ei; jfj; k − fi; kej; j ; i¡j¡k;
ei; ‘fj; k − fi; kej; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; j ej; k − xei; k ; i¡j;
is a Gr;obner basis of IC(+)n with respect to the lexicographic order ¡
c
lex.
Proof. Each binomial g= u− v listed above belongs to IC(+)n with u= in¡clex (g). Let G
denote the set of binomials listed above and in¡clex (G)= (in¡clex (g); g∈G). Our proof
will proceed along the proof of Theorem 1.1 and the goal is to show that
{(u); u∈M(K[C(+)n ]); u =∈ in¡clex (G)}
is linearly independent over K .
Let
u= x$ea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bpfi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq ;
u′= x$
′
ea′1 ; b′1 · · · ea′p′ ; b′p′fi′1 ; j′1 · · ·fi′q′ ; j′q′
belong to M(K[C(+)n ]) with u =∈ in¡clex (G) and u′ =∈ in¡clex (G), where
ea1 ; b16
c
lex · · ·6clex eap; bp ; fi1 ; j16clex · · ·6clex fiq; jq ;
ea′1 ; b′16
c
lex · · ·6clex ea′p′ ; b′p′ ; fi′1 ; j′16
c
lex · · ·6clex fi′q′ ; j′q′ :
Since fi; jfj; k ∈ in¡clex (G) if i¡j¡k and fi; j ej; k ∈ in¡clex (G) if i¡j, it follows that, for
each 16i6n, both ti and t−1i cannot appear in the product
(u)= (x)$(ea1 ; b1 ) · · · (eap; bp)(fi1 ; j1 ) · · · (fiq; jq):
Hence, if (u)= (u′), then $= $′, p=p′ and q= q′.
Let $= $′, p=p′ and q= q′. We prove that if none of the variables of K[C(+)n ]
appears in both u and u′, then (u) = (u′). Among the variables of K[C(+)n ] appearing
in either u or u′, the biggest variable with respect to ¡clex will be assumed to be either
fiq; jq or eap; bp .





satis8es i′-′¡iq (resp. i
′












Now, if fiq; jq (resp. eap; bp) is biggest and if eiq; iq (resp. eap; ap) does not appear in
u′, then the fact (]) guarantees that the variables t with ¿iq (resp. ¿ap) appear
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in (u′) at most p times. However, the variables ti with ¿iq (resp. ¿ap) appear in
(u) at least p+ 1 times. Thus (u) = (u′), as desired.
If fiq; jq (resp. eap; bp) is biggest and if eiq; iq (resp. eap; ap) appears in u
′, then no ea.; b.
satis#es a.= b.. Thus, since ei; jfj; k (resp. ei; j ej; k) belongs to in¡clex (G) if i¡j¡k, the
variables ti with ¿iq (resp. ¿ap) appear in (u) at least p times. However, since
fiq; jq (resp. eap; bp) is biggest, the variables t with ¿iq (resp. ¿ap) appear in (u
′)
at most p− 1 times. Thus (u) = (u′), as desired.
1.4. Toric ideal ID(+)n
Let ¡dlex denote the lexicographic order on K[D
(+)
n ] induced by the ordering of the
variables
x ¡f1; n¡f1; n−1¡ · · ·¡f1;2¡f2; n¡f2; n−1¡ · · ·¡f2;3
¡ · · ·¡fn−2; n¡fn−2; n−1¡fn−1; n
¡ e1; n¡e1; n−1¡ · · ·¡e1;2¡e2; n¡e2; n−1¡ · · ·¡e2;3
¡ · · ·¡en−2; n¡en−2; n−1¡en−1; n:
Theorem 1.3. The set of the binomials
ei; j ek; ‘ − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
ei; ‘ej; k − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; jfj; k − xfi; k ; i¡j¡k;
ei; jfk; ‘ − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; ‘ej; k − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; kej; ‘ − ei; ‘fj; k ; i¡j¡k¡‘;
ei; kfj; k − ei; nfj; n; i6j¡k¡n;
fi; kej; k − ei; nfj; n; i¡j¡k6n;
fi; kek; j − ei; nfj; n; i¡k¡j¡n;
xei; j − ei; nfj; n; i¡j¡n;
fi; j ej; n − xei; n; i¡j¡n;
is a Gr;obner basis of ID(+)n with respect to the lexicographic order ¡
d
lex.
Proof. Each binomial g= u− v listed above belongs to ID(+)n with u= in¡dlex (g). Write
G for the set of binomials listed above and in¡dlex (G)= (in¡dlex (g); g∈G). Again, our
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work is to show that
{(u); u∈M(K[D(+)n ]); u =∈ in¡dlex (G)}
is linearly independent over K .
Let
u= x$fi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jqea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bp ;
u′= x$
′
fi′1 ; j′1 · · ·fi′q′ ; j′q′ ea′1 ; b′1 · · · ea′p′ ; b′p′
belong to M(K[D(+)n ]) with u =∈ in¡dlex (G) and u′ =∈ in¡dlex (G), where
fi1 ; j16
d
lex · · ·6dlex fiq; jq ; ea1 ; b16dlex · · ·6dlex eap; bp ;
fi′1 ; j′16
d
lex · · ·6dlex fi′q′ ; j′q′ ; ea′1 ; b′16
d
lex · · ·6dlex ea′p′ ; b′p′ :
Write p1 (resp. p′1) for the number of ea.; b. (resp. ea′.′ ; b′.′ ) with b.= n (resp. b
′
.′ = n)




r= min{p1; q1}; r′= min{p′1; q′1}:
If (u)= (u′), then
p=p′; $+ q= $′ + q′; $+ r= $′ + r′; p1 − q1 =p′1 − q′1:
Now, in what follows, it will be proved that a contradiction arises if (u)= (u′) and
if none of the variables of K[D(+)n ] appears in both u and u′.
Case I: Let p=0.
Since fi; ‘fj; k ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘ and fi; jfj; k ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k, the desired
result follows from (1.1) for the toric ideal IA(+)n−1 .
Case II: Let p¿0, $¿0 and $′=0.
Since xei; j∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡n, it follows that each b.= n. Thus p1 =p. Let
q′16p
′
1. Then r= q1 and r
′= q′1. Since p
′
1−q′1 =p−q1 and q′1 = q1+$, one has p′1¿p,
a contradiction. Let q′1¿p
′
1. Then r=p and r
′=p′1. This contradicts $+ r= r
′.
Case III: Let p¿0, $= $′=0.
Since r= r′ and p1−q1 =p′1−q′1, one has p1=p′1 and q1 = q′1. Let (u)+=
∏p
.=1 ta. tb.∏q


















Since ei; kfj; k ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i6j¡k¡‘, fi; kej; k ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k6n,
fi; kek; j ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡k¡j¡n and fi; j ej; n∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡n, it follows that
(u)+ = (u′)+ and (u)−= (u′)−.
Since fi; ‘ej; k ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, fi; kej; k ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k6n, fi; kej; ‘ ∈
in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, fi; kek; j∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡k¡j¡n and fi; j ej; n∈ in¡dlex (G) if
i¡j¡n, each fi-; j- satis#es either j-¡ap or ap6i-. If the variables t with ¿ap
appear in (u)+ exactly 1 times and if the variables t with ¿ap appear in (u)−
exactly 2 times, then 1− 2 coincides with the sum of the number of the indices a.
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with ap6a. and the number of the indices b. with ap6b.. Since ei; j ek; ‘∈ in¡dlex (G) if
i¡j¡k¡‘, it follows that 1 − 2¿p+ 1.
Let a′p¡ap. Let the variables t with ¿ap appear in (u
′)+ exactly ′1 times and
the variables t with ¿ap appear in (u′)− exactly ′2 times. Then 
′
1 − ′26p, a
contradiction. Thus a′p= ap.
Let bp¡b′p. Since ei; jfk; ‘∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, there is 16h6p with bh= b′p.
Since ah6ap¡bp¡bh and since ei; ‘ej; k ∈ in¡dlex (G) if i¡j¡k¡‘, one has ah= ap.
Thus eah; bh = ea′p; b′p , a contradiction.




n , the Gr<obner bases in [8] are
also lexicographic with respect to a certain ordering of variables. However, since the
elimination technique (Lemma 0.2) required in Section 2 cannot be applied for the
Gr<obner bases in [8], the lexicographic Gr<obner bases in [8] are not quite useful to





related with complete bipartite graphs.
2. Subcon&gurations arising from &nite graphs
Let [n] = {1; : : : ; n} denote the vertex set and  a #nite connected graph on [n]
having no loop and no multiple edge. Let E() denote the set of edges of . For
each e= {i; j}∈E() with i¡j, let (e)= ei + ej∈Zn and (e)= ei − ej∈Zn. It is
reasonable to ask if the toric ideals of the con#gurations
An−1()= {0}∪ {(e); e∈E()};
Bn()= {0}∪ {e1; : : : ; en}∪ {(e); e∈E()}∪ {(e); e∈E()};
Cn()= {0}∪ {2e1; : : : ; 2en}∪ {(e); e∈E()}∪ {(e); e∈E()};
Dn()= {0}∪ {(e); e∈E()}∪ {(e); e∈E()}
possess quadratic Gr<obner bases. When  is the complete graph on [n], these con#g-







In the present section, #rst of all, we show that the toric ideals IAn−1() possesses a
lexicographic quadratic initial ideal as well as a reverse lexicographic quadratic initial
ideal if  is a connected graph on [n] satisfying the condition
If 16i6j¡k6‘6n and if {j; k}∈E(); then {i; ‘}∈E(): (2.0)
It seems to be diMcult to #nd a combinatorial characterization of connected graphs 
on [n] such that the toric ideal IAn−1() possesses a quadratic initial ideal. Second, it
will be proved that if  is a connected graph on [n] satisfying the condition (2.0),
then the toric ideals IBn() possesses a lexicographic quadratic initial ideal. Third, it
will be proved that if  is a complete bipartite graph on [n], then the toric ideals
IDn() possesses a lexicographic quadratic initial ideal. We also give an example of
a complete bipartite graph  for which the toric ideal ICn() cannot be generated by
quadratic binomials, and construct a cubic Gr<obner basis of ICn().
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Let  be a connected graph on [n] and K[An−1()] the polynomial ring
K[An−1()]=K[{x}∪ {fi; j}{i;j}∈E()]
over K . Let  :K[An−1()]→K[t; t−1; s] denote the homomorphism de#ned by setting
(x)= s; (fi; j)= tit−1j s:
Thus (K[An−1()])=RK [An−1()] and the kernel of  is the toric ideal IAn−1().
Write ¡aalex (resp. ¡
aa
rev) for the lexicographic (resp. reverse lexicographic) order on
K[An−1()] induced by the ordering of the variables satisfying
(i) x¡fi; j for all {i; j}∈E();
(ii) fi; j¡fi′ ; j′ if either (a) i¡i′, or (b) i= i′ and j¿j′.
Theorem 2.1. Let  be a 8nite connected graph on [n] and suppose that  satis8es
the condition (2.0). Then the set of binomials
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j¡k¡‘;
fi; jfj; k − xfi; k ; i¡j¡k
belonging to K[An−1()] is a Gr;obner basis of IAn−1() with respect to ¡
aa
lex as well
as with respect to ¡aarev.
Proof. Let fi; j; k; ‘=fi; ‘fj; k −fi; kfj; ‘, where i¡j¡k¡‘, and let gi; j; k =fi; jfj; k − xfi; k ,
where i¡j¡k. One has in¡aalex (fi; j; k; ‘)=fi; ‘fj; k , in¡aarev (fi; j; k; ‘)=fi; kfj; ‘, and in¡aalex
(gi; j; k)= in¡aarev (gi; j; k)=fi; jfj; k .
First, the initial ideal in¡aalex (IAn−1()) is discussed. If i¡j¡k¡‘ (resp. i¡j¡k) and{i; ‘}; {j; k}∈E() (resp. {i; j}; {j; k}∈E()), then {i; k}; {j; ‘}∈E() (resp. {i; k}
∈E()). Thus if in¡aalex (fi; j; k; ‘)∈K[An−1()] (resp. in¡aalex (gi; j; k)∈K[An−1()]), then
fi; j; k; ‘∈K[An−1()] (resp. gi; j; k ∈K[An−1()]). Hence, by virtue of Lemma 0.2 in In-
troduction, it follows from (1.1) that the set of binomials fi; j; k; ‘ and gi; j; k belonging
to K[An−1()] is a Gr<obner basis of IAn−1() with respect to ¡
aa
lex, as desired.
Second, the initial ideal in¡aarev (IAn−1()) is discussed. Let G denote the set of binomials
fi; j; k; ‘ and gi; j; k which belong to K[An−1()]. To see why G is a Gr<obner basis of
IAn−1() with respect to ¡
aa
rev, again Lemma 0.1 will be applied. Thus we must prove
that
{(u); u∈M(K[An−1()]); u =∈ in¡aarev (G)}
is linearly independent over K . In other words, we must prove that (u) = (u′) if
u =∈ in¡aarev (G) and u′ =∈ in¡aarev (G) with u = u′. Let
u= x$fi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq ; u′= x$
′
fi′1 ; j′1 · · ·fi′q′ ; j′q′
belong to K[An−1()] with u =∈ in¡aarev (G) and u′ =∈ in¡aarev (G), where
fi1 ; j16
aa
rev · · ·6aarev fiq; jq ; fi′1 ; j′16aarev · · ·6aarev fi′q′ ; j′q′ :
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If (u)= (u′), then $= $′ and q= q′. Since fi; jfj; k ∈ in¡aarev (G) if i¡j¡k, then iq= i′q.
If (say) j′q¡jq, then jh= j
′
q for some 16h¡q. Since fih; jh6
aa
rev fiq; jq , one has ih¡iq.




q=) jh¡jq does not belong to in¡aarev (G). Since
 satis#es the condition (2.0), it follows that {ih; jq}∈E(). Thus {iq; jh} (= {i′q; j′q}) =∈
E(), a contradiction. Hence j′q= jq. It then follows easily that {i-; j-}= {i′-; j′-} for
all 16-6q. Thus u= u′, as required.
Let  be a connected graph on [n] and K[Bn()] the polynomial ring
K[Bn()]=K[{x}∪ {yi}16i6n ∪{ei; j}{i;j}∈E() ∪{fi; j}{i;j}∈E()]
over K . Let  :K[Bn()]→K[t; t−1; s] denote the homomorphism de#ned by setting
(x)= s; (yi)= ti s; (ei; j)= titj s; (fi; j)= tit−1j s:
Thus (K[Bn()])=RK [Bn()] and the kernel of  is the toric ideal IBn(). Write ¡
bb
lex
for the lexicographic order on K[Bn()] which is obtained by restricting the lexico-
graphic order ¡blex introduced in (1.2) to M(K[Bn()]), i.e., for u; v∈M(K[Bn()])
(⊂M(K[B(+)n ])) one has u¡bblexv if and only if u¡blexv. It then follows from Theorem
1.1 together with Lemma 0.2 that
Theorem 2.2. Let G denote the set of binomials in Theorem 1.1. Let  be a 8nite
connected graph on [n] and suppose that  satis8es the condition (2.0). Then the set
of binomials G∩K[Bn()] is a Gr;obner basis of IBn() with respect to ¡bblex.
Now, let n¿1 and m¿1, and let n;m denote the complete bipartite graph on [n+m]
with
E(n;m)= {{i; j}; 16i6n; n+ 16j6n+ m}




Let 3n;m⊂Zn+m denote one of Bn;m, Cn;m and Dn;m. Let K[Bn;m], K[Cn;m] and K[Dn;m]
denote the polynomial rings
K[Bn;m] =K[{x}∪ {yi; zj; ei; j ; fi; j}16i6n; 16j6m];
K[Cn;m] =K[{x}∪ {ai; bj; ei; j ; fi; j}16i6n; 16j6m];
K[Dn;m] =K[{x}∪ {ei; j ; fi; j}16i6n; 16j6m]
over K . Let
 : K[3n;m]→K[t1; : : : ; tn; tn+1; : : : ; tn+m; t−1n+1; : : : ; t−1n+m; s]
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denote the homomorphism de#ned by setting
(x) = s; (ai)= t2i s; (bj)= t
2
n+js; (yi)= ti s; (zj)= tn+js;
(ei; j)= titn+js; (fi; j)= tit−1n+js:
Thus (K[3n;m])=RK [3n;m] and the kernel of  is the toric ideal I3n; m .
Write ¡bbblex for the lexicographic order on K[Bn;m] induced by the ordering of the
variables
x ¡ y1¡ · · ·¡yn¡z1¡ · · ·¡zm
¡ e1; m¡f1; m¡e1; m−1¡f1; m−1¡ · · ·¡e1;1¡f1;1
¡e2; m¡f2; m¡e2; m−1¡f2; m−1¡ · · ·¡e2;1¡f2;1
¡ · · ·
¡en;m¡fn;m¡en;m−1¡fn;m−1¡ · · ·¡en;1¡fn;1:
Corollary 2.3. The set of the binomials
ei; ‘ej; k − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
ei; ‘fj; k − fi; kej; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘ej; k − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
yiej; k − ei; kyj; i¡j;
ei; j zk − ei; k zj; j¡k;
yifj; k − fi; kyj; i¡j;
ei; kfj; k − yiyj;
fi; j zj − yix;
xei; j − yizj;
is a Gr;obner basis of IBn; m with respect to the lexicographic order ¡
bbb
lex .
Write ¡ddlex for the lexicographic order on K[Dn;m] which is obtained by restricting
the lexicographic order ¡dlex introduced in (1.4) to M(K[Dn;m]).
Theorem 2.4. The set of the binomials
ei; ‘ej; k − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
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fi; ‘ej; k − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; kej; ‘ − ei; ‘fj; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
ei; kfj; k − ei;mfj;m; i6j; k¡m;
fi; kej; k − ei;mfj;m; i¡j; k6m;
is a Gr;obner basis of IDn; m with respect to the lexicographic order ¡
dd
lex.
Proof. Let D′n;m denote the subcon#guration Dn;m\{0} of Dn;m. It then follows from
Theorem 1.3 together with Lemma 0.2 that the set of binomials above is a Gr<obner basis
of ID′n; m with respect to the lexicographic order obtained by restricting the lexicographic
order ¡dlex.
Let xam−m′∈IDn; m where a¿1 and neither m nor m′ is divided by x. We now con-
sider the bigrading de#ned by deg(s)= (0; 1), deg(ti)= (1; 0) (16i6n) and deg(tn+j)
= (0; 0) (16j6m). Since (xam)= (m′), we have deg((xam))= deg((m′)). Then, a
contradiction arises from the fact that deg((x))= (0; 1) and deg((ei; j))= deg((fi; j))
= (1; 1). Since, in general, every binomial belonging to the reduced Gr<obner basis of
the toric ideal is irreducible, the variable x never appears in the reduced Gr<obner basis
G of IDn; m . (Here, a Gr<obner basis G is called reduced if any terms of each g∈G is
not divided by the initial term of other binomial g′∈G. See [2].) Hence, it follows
that G is the reduced Gr<obner basis of IDn; m if and only if G is the reduced Gr<obner
basis of ID′n; m as desired.
However, if n¿2, then the toric ideal ICn; m cannot be generated by quadratic bino-
mials. Thus, in particular, ICn; m possesses no quadratic Gr<obner basis if n¿2.
Proposition 2.5. Let n¿2 and m¿1. Then, the toric ideal ICn; m cannot be generated
by quadratic binomials.
Proof. The binomial a1f22;1 − f21;1a2 belongs to ICn; m . However, none of the quadratic
monomials a1f2;1, f22;1, f
2
1;1 and f1;1a2 can appear in a binomial belonging to ICn; m .
Hence the toric ideal ICn; m cannot be generated by quadratic binomials.







belongs to the quotient #eld of RK [Cn;m] and since (t1t2s)2 = (t21s)(t
2
2s) belongs to
RK [Cn;m], RK [Cn;m] is not normal. It is known that, in general, if a con#guration A
possesses a unimodular triangulation, then RK [A] is normal. Hence, it turns out that
Cn;m possesses no unimodular triangulation. Thus, in particular, ICn; m has no squarefree
initial ideal.
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Write ¡cclex for the lexicographic order on K[Cn;m] induced by the ordering of the
variables
x ¡f1; m¡ · · ·¡f1;2¡f1;1¡f2; m¡ · · ·¡f2;2¡f2;1
¡ · · ·¡fn;m¡ · · ·¡fn;2¡fn;1
¡e1; m¡ · · ·¡e1;2¡e1;1¡e2; m¡ · · ·¡e2;2¡e2;1
¡ · · ·¡en;m¡ · · ·¡en;2¡en;1
¡bm¡ · · ·¡b2¡b1¡an¡ · · ·¡a2¡a1:
Theorem 2.7. The set of the binomials
ei; ‘ej; k − ei; kej; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘fj; k − fi; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘ej; k − ei; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; kej; ‘ − ei; ‘fj; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
ei; kfj; k − ei;mfj;m; i6j; k¡m;
fi; kej; k − ei;mfj;m; i¡j; k6m;
aibj − e2i; j ;
ai x − ei;mfi;m;
bjfi; j − xei; j ;
aiej; kej; ‘ − ajei; kei; ‘; i¡j; k6‘;
aifj; kfj; ‘ − ajfi; kfi; ‘; i¡j; k6‘;
bkei; ‘ej; ‘ − b‘ei; kej; k ; i6j; k¡‘;
aiej;mfj;m − ajei;mfi;m; i¡j;
aiej; kfj; ‘ − ajei; kfi; ‘; i¡j; k = ‘;
bkei;mfj;m − xei; kej; k ; i6j; k¡m;
is a Gr;obner basis of ICn; m with respect to the lexicographic order ¡
cc
lex.
Proof. Each binomial g= u− v listed above belongs to ICn; m with u= in¡cclex (g). Let G
denote the set of binomials listed above and in¡cclex (G)= (in¡cclex (g); g∈G). Our goal is
to show that
{(u); u∈M(K[Cn;m]); u =∈ in¡cclex (G)}
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is linearly independent over K . Let
u= x$ak1 · · · akr b‘1 · · · b‘sea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bpfi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq ;
u′= x$
′
ak′1 · · · ak′r′ b‘′1 · · · b‘′s′ ea′1 ; b′1 · · · ea′p′ ; b′p′fi′1 ; j′1 · · ·fi′q′ ; j′q′
belong to M(K[Cn;m]) with u =∈ in¡cclex (G) and u′ =∈ in¡cclex (G), where
k16 · · ·6kr; ‘16 · · ·6‘s; ea1 ; b16cclex · · ·6cclex eap; bp ; fi1 ; j16cclex · · ·6cclex fiq; jq ;
k ′16 · · ·6k ′r′ ; ‘′16 · · ·6‘′s′ ; ea′1 ; b′16cclex · · ·6cclex ea′p′ ; b′p′ ; fi′1 ; j′16
cc
lex · · ·6cclex fi′q′ ; j′q′ :
It then follows that $+ r+ s+p+ q= $′+ r′+ s′+p′+ q′, 2r+p+ q=2r′+p′+ q′
and 2s+ p− q=2s′ + p′ − q′. Suppose that (u)= (u′).
Case I: Let r¿0.
Since both aibj and aix belong to in¡cclex (G), we have $= s=0. Hence, r
′= r+ $′+
s′¿0. Suppose kr¡kr′ . Then, tkr′ appears in (u
′) at least 2 times. However, since
ej; kfj; k ; k¡m
aiej; kej; ‘; i¡j; k6‘;
aifj; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k6‘;
aiej;mfj;m; i¡j;
aiej; kfj; ‘; i¡j; k = ‘;
belong to in¡cclex (G), tkr′ appears in (u) at most 1. This contradicts (u)= (u
′).
Case II: Let r= r′=0 and s; s′¿0.
Suppose ‘s¡‘s′ . Since bjfi; j∈ in¡cclex (G), tn+‘s′ appears in (u′) at least 2 times.
However, since bkei; ‘ej; ‘ (i6j; k¡‘) belong to in¡cclex (G), tn+‘s′ appears in (u) at
most 1. This contradicts (u)= (u′).
Case III: Let r= r′= s′=0 and s¿0.
Then, we have p′ − p= q− q′= s. Moreover, since
ei; kfj; k ; i6j; k¡m;
fi; kej; k ; i¡j; k6m;
bkei;mfj;m; i6j; k¡m;
bmfi;m;
belong to in¡cclex (G), we have s= q− q′60. This is a contradiction.
Case IV: Let r= r′= s= s′=0.
Then, both u and u′ belong to M(K[Dn;m]) and ¡ddlex is obtained by restricting ¡
cc
lex.
Hence, thanks to Theorem 2.4, we have u= u′ as desired.
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3. Computation of normalized volumes
We now turn to the problem of computing the normalized volume of each of the
con#gurations Bn;m⊂Zn+m, Cn;m⊂Zn+m and Dn;m⊂Zn+m. The following lemmas plays
an important role.
A noncrossing spanning subgraph of the complete bipartite graph n;m is a connected
subgraph T of n;m such that (i) the vertex set of T is [n+m]; (ii) if {i; k} and {j; ‘}
with i¡j are edges of T , then k6‘.










i + k − 2
i − 1
)(





















Proof. The second equality is [9, Exercise 1.2.a, p. 44]. In order to prove the #rst
equality, we count the number of noncrossing subgraphs of the complete bipartite
graph n;m+1 in two ways. Fix k with 16k6m+ 1. Given a noncrossing subgraph T
of n;m+1, write (T ) for the maximal integer i for which the edge {i; n+ k} belongs
to T . Then ( i+k−2i−1 )(
n−i+m−k
n−i ) is the number of noncrossing subgraphs T of n;m+1






n−i ) is the number of noncrossing subgraphs of
n;m+1.
We use the convention on binomial coeMcients with ( a0 )= 1 for all a∈Z and ( ab)= 0
if a¡b.
Theorem 3.3. Let n¿1 and m¿1, and let n;m denote the complete bipartite graph
on [n + m] with the edges {i; j}, where 16i6n¡j6n + m. Let Bn;m (resp. Dn;m)
denote the con8guration Bn+m(n;m) (resp. Dn+m(n;m)).
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Proof. Lemma 0.3 in Introduction says that the normalized volume of Bn;m (resp.
Dn;m) coincides with the number of squarefree monomials u of degree n + m + 1 of
K[Bn;m] (resp. K[Dn;m]) with u =∈ in¡bbblex (G) (resp. u =∈ in¡ddlex (G)), where G is the set of
binomials in Corollary 2.3 (resp. Theorem 2.4). Thus the desired results follow from
simple counting arguments together with Lemma 3.1.
(a) Let u be a squarefree monomial of degree n+m+1 of K[Bn;m] with u =∈ in¡bbblex (G)
where G is the set of binomials in Corollary 2.3.
Suppose that u is not divided by x. Let
u=yk1 · · ·ykr z‘1 · · · z‘sfi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jqea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bp ;
where p+q+r+s= n+m+1, k1¡ · · ·¡kr , ‘1¡ · · ·¡‘s, i16 · · ·6iq and a16 · · ·6ap.
Since
ei; ‘ej; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘fj; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
ei; ‘fj; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘ej; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; kei; k ;
belong to in¡bbblex (G), fi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jqea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bp corresponds to a noncrossing subgraph
T of n;m. Since both yiej; k (i¡j) and yifj; k (i¡j) belong to in¡bbblex (G), we have
iq; ap6k1. On the other hand, since both ei; j zk (j¡k) and fi; j zj belong to in¡bbblex (G),
we have ‘s6b1; : : : ; bp and j/ = ‘.. Then, since p+ q+ r + s= n+ m+ 1 and T is a
tree, we have ‘s= b1 and either ap= k1 or iq= k1. Let S1 = {v; js= v for some 16s6q}
and S2 = {v; bs= v for some 16s6p}. Since ei; kfj; k belongs to in¡bbblex (G), S1 ∩ S2 = ∅.
Note that {1; : : : ; ‘s − 1}∩ S2 = ∅, ‘s∈S2 and each element of the set {‘s + 1; : : : ; m}
belongs to either S1 or S2. If we #x ‘s, then there are (
‘s−1
s−1 ) possible sets {‘1; : : : ; ‘s}.
Let i= k1. Since T is a noncrossing spanning subgraph of the i× (m− s+1) complete














Apply Lemma 3.2, and the desired formula on $ arises.
Suppose that u is divided by x. Since xei; j∈ in¡bbblex (G), we have
u= xyk1 · · ·ykr z‘1 · · · z‘sfi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq ;
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where q+ r+ s= n+m, i16i26 · · ·6iq, k1¡k2¡ · · ·¡kr and ‘1¡ · · ·¡‘s. If q=0,
then u= xy1 · · ·ynz1 · · · zm =∈ in¡bbblex (G). Suppose that q =0. Since both yifj; k (i¡j) and
fi; j zj belong to in¡bbblex (G), we have iq6k1 and j/ = ‘.. Moreover, since fi; ‘fj; k (i¡j;
k¡‘) belongs to in¡bbblex (G), fi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq corresponds to the noncrossing subgraph T
of n;m. It then follows that iq= k1 since q+r+s=m+n and T is a tree. Set i= iq and
let k denote the cardinality of the set S = {v; js= v for some 16s6q}. Since there are
(mk ) possible S’s and since T is a noncrossing spanning subgraph of the i× k complete














Again, apply Lemma 3.2, and the desired formula on % arises.
(b) Let u be a squarefree monomial of degree n+m+1 of K[Dn;m] with u =∈ in¡ddlex (G),
where G is the set of binomials in Theorem 2.4. Since x does not appear in the initial
monomial in¡ddlex (g) of any binomial g∈G, u is divided by x. Since
fi; ‘ej; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; kej; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; kej; k ; i¡j; k6m;
belong to in¡ddlex (G), we have u= xfi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jqea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bp , where p+q= n+m and
a16a26 · · ·6ap6i16i26 · · ·6iq. Moreover, since ei; kfj; k (i6j; k¡m) belongs to
in¡ddlex (G), we have bs = jt if bs =m. On the other hand, since both ei; ‘ej; k (i¡j; k¡‘)
and fi; ‘fj; k (i¡j; k¡‘) belong to in¡ddlex (G), ea1 ; b1 · · · eap; bp (resp. fi1 ; j1 · · ·fiq; jq) corre-
sponds to the noncrossing subgraph T1 (resp. T2). Note that a spanning graph with n+m
vertices and n+m edges has (exactly) one cycle. Hence the graph T1 ∪T2 has a cycle. It
then follows that T1 and T2 have at least two common vertices (hence, in particular, we
have p; q¿1). Thus, ap= i1 and bs= jt =m for some 16s6p and 16t6q. Set i= ap
and let k denote the cardinality of the set S = {v; bs= v for some 16s6p}. Since T1
(resp. T2) is a noncrossing spanning subgraph of the i× k (resp. n− i+1×m− k+1)










i + k − 2
i − 1
)(




which is equal to 2m−1( n+m−1n−1 ) by Lemma 3.2.
Theorem 3.4. Let n¿1 and m¿1, and let n;m denote the complete bipartite graph
on [n + m] with the edges {i; j}, where 16i6n¡j6n + m. Let Cn;m denote the































Proof. The radical ideal of the initial ideal in¡cclex (ICn; m) is generated by quadratic mono-
mials
ei; ‘ej; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘fj; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; ‘ej; k ; i¡j; k¡‘;
fi; kej; ‘; i¡j; k¡‘;
ei; kfj; k ; i6j; k¡m;




aiej; k ; i¡j;




in¡cclex (ICn; m) = in¡cclex (ICn; m), the triangulation (in¡cclex (ICn; m)) is not unimodu-
lar. We have to compute the normalized volume of each simplex of the triangulation
(in¡cclex (ICn; m)). Let u be a squarefree monomial of degree n+m+ 1 of K[Cn;m] with
u =∈√in¡cclex (G) where G is the set of binomials in Theorem 2.7. Then, the normalized
volume of the simplex associated with u is equal to


1 if u is divided by neither ai nor bj;
2p−1 if p¿0; p is the number of indices i for which u is divided by ai;
2p−1 if p¿0; p is the number of indices j for which u is divided by bj:
Suppose that u is divided by neither ai nor bj. Then, u belongs to M(K[Dn;m]) and
the number of such monomials is the normalized volume of Dn;m.
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Suppose that u is divided by ai. Since
aibj;
ai x;
aiej; k ; i¡j;
aifj; k ; i¡j;
belong to
√
in¡cclex (ICn; m), we have
u= ak1 · · · akpea1 ; b1 · · · eaq; bqfi1 ; j1 · · ·fir ; jr ;






























in¡cclex (ICn; m), we have
u= xb‘1 · · · b‘pea1 ; b1 · · · eaq; bqfi1 ; j1 · · ·fir ; jr ;





and deg(u′)= n + m + 1 − p. Let q′= ‘p and let k denote the cardinality of the set
S = {v; bs= v for some 16s6q}. If we #x q′, then there are ( q
′−1
p−1 ) possible sets
{‘1; : : : ; ‘p} and (m−q
′
k−1 ) possible S’s (note that ‘1∈S). Moreover, by the similar ar-
gument as in Theorem 3.3(b), the monomial ea1 ; b1 · · · eaq; bq (resp. fi1 ; j1 · · ·fir ; jr ) corre-
sponds to the noncrossing subgraph of the i× k (resp. n−i+1×m−p−k+1) complete
















i + k − 2
i − 1
)(




Apply Lemma 3.2, and we have the required formula.
Remark 3.5. The initial ideal in¡cclex (ICn; m) is not quadratic. However,
√
in¡cclex (ICn; m) is
generated by quadratic monomials; in other words, the triangulation (in¡cclex (ICn; m)) is
a ?ag complex.
The following is a table of the normalized volumes of Bn;m, Dn;m and Cn;m, where
16n, m65. For example the normalized volume of B2;3 is 62.
3 8 20 48 112
5 19 62 184 512
7 34 135 472 1512
9 53 247 991 3582
11 76 406 1836 7383
1 2 4 8 16
2 6 16 40 96
3 12 40 120 336
4 20 80 280 896
5 30 140 560 2016
Bn;m Dn;m
3 9 27 81 243
7 24 81 270 891
15 55 198 702 2457
31 118 442 1632 5949
63 245 941 3571 13398
Cn;m
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